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LOG HANDLING IN NEW DIMENSIONS 
The world’s largest timber grabs have 
recently made their way to New Zealand.  

Three motor timber grabs of type 
MHG 12500-4 left PEINER SMAG Lifting 
Technologies GmbH in Salzgitter, Germany, 
for a long voyage to the destination port. 
These are the largest log grabs ever built 
and are unique in the world.  They will be 
used in the ISO port operations in New 
Zealand.  

Each grab is nine metres long, by 1.8 
metres wide with a height of over four 
metres.  Weighing 11,000kg each, they have 
a lifting capacity of 51,000kg, a tongs cross 
section area of 12.5m2 and a safe working 
load of 40,000kg.  

“Building these world-first, market-
leading grabs demonstrates our ongoing 
commitment to guarantee a safe and 
efficient operation in timber handling in 
ports and other environments”, comments 
Domenic Martinez, Sales Manager of 
PEINER SMAG. 

The giant motor timber grabs (MHG 
12500-4) were developed for Liebherr’s 
mobile harbour crane type LHM 550, a 
world-first in terms of size and capacity, 
and are predominantly used for the loading 
of logs for export.  The technology allows 
to load without the use of ships’ cranes 
and this enables the operator to handle 
cargo for a wider range of vessels. 

Back in 2021, PEINER SMAG had 
delivered a number of slightly smaller, but 
still huge timber grabs with a tong section 
of up to 8.5m2 to the port of Mount 
Maunganui in New Zealand.  These 
powerful grabs were so convincing that 
Liebherr ordered even larger PEINER 

PEINER SMAG’s giant motor timber grab MHG 12500-4 
impresses with over 4m height, 1.8m width and 9m length.

Hold on tight

PEINER motor timber grab 
during port operation,  
mainly used for the 
 loading of logs  
for export.

The world’s largest motor timber grab MHG 12500-4 loaded at PEINER SMAG’s factory for the 
long journey to New Zealand.

PEINER motor timber grabs underway on the ship to their destination port in New Zealand.

Grab manufacturers 
 in the spotlight

Jay Venter

PEINER SMAG sends largest log grabs ever built to New Zealand
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motorized timber grabs for its customer 
ISO Ltd. in New Zealand. 

 
NEW ANALYSIS TOOL FOR MOTOR GRABS 
The latest development from PEINER 
SMAG is a data remote system with 
analogue sensor technology for reading 
out operating data such as angle, 
acceleration, oil and motor temperature, as 
well as oil pressure of the grab.  The 
advantage of this system is that the existing 
crane system hardly needs to be changed, 
as the data from the radio system receiver 
is read out and processed in the existing 
crane control.  No special crane cable is 
required for data transmission, as the 
system works by radio.  The unit is located 
in the terminal box of the grab and can 

generally be used for all motor grab types. 
Anyone who wants to take a closer look at 
the PEINER motor waste grab and its 
accessories can do so at this year’s IFAT 

trade fair in Munich. PEINER SMAG will be 
exhibiting at the world’s largest platform 
for water, sewage, waste and raw materials 
management in hall C5.228.

The operating data of PEINER motor grabs 
can now be retrieved via data remote system.

Basic unit of a motor orange peel grab with 
terminal box for remote data transmission.

Janus Grab ships three remote control grabs to Indonesia
Southeast Asian countries such as 
Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, the 
Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and so on 
have always been important export 
countries for Shanghai Janus Grab Co., Ltd 
(Janus Grab).  

According to Janus Grab, customers in 
these countries are very satisfied with its 
grabs and the company has been strict in 
quality, technology and service control and 
management for many years.  

The grabs were loaded for 
transportation on the 10 March 2022.  
After two close inspections, nearly four 
hours later, the grabs were successfully 
shipped to Indonesia.   

 
REMOTE CONTROL CLAMSHELL GRABS 
Janus Grab’s remote control clamshell grab 
is an efficient tool for loading and 
unloading bulk cargo.  The grab can close 
by lifting up the hook of the crane and 
open by remote control in the air without 
any additional power.  The hydraulic and 
electric parts use the plug-in modular 
design, are easily maintained and repaired 
and are  suitable for ship ocean voyages. 
The electric system and hydraulic system 
are designed to be water-proof.  Each bulk 
grab is thoroughly tested by immersing it 
under water for 24hours.  Multi-step 
buffering  reduces the impact to the grab 
from the crane and ensure rapid unloading. 
These grabs can work continuously for 24 
hours without experiencing trouble.  

With more than 30 years’ experience in 
grabs design, R&D, and manufacturing. and 
with a group of highly-educated and skilled 
professionals in steel structure, hydraulic 
and electric system, Janus Grab has 
become competitive in worldwide 
markets. 

After the grabs were loaded, the fixed point on the grab is tightly connected to the lifting point of 
the frame box with galvanized steel wire rope and basket bolts to prevent friction between the 
contact surface and the frame box, caused by the shaking of the grabs during transportation. 



Take advantage of our expertise and long-
term market experience for your next project. 
We help you reduce your handling costs.

Customized Bulk Handling Solutions

 
T: +49 5341 302-647 
E: sales-grabs@peiner-smag.com 
www.peiner-smag.com 

Visit us on LinkedIn and join our community!

PEINER Grabs 

Our services include

 Wide range of  bulk handling equipment
 Industry specific solutions
 Client support – from consulting through  

to delivery and commissioning
 Worldwide service network
 Global After Sales Support
 24/7 h service and spare parts hotline
  




